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ASTEROPE ANNOUNCES EXPANDED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO FOR  
MUSIC INSTRUMENT, PRO AUDIO, OEM MARKETS 

Variety of Solutions – from Speaker and Monitor Cables to D-sub Breakout 
Solutions – Will Take Advantage of Asterope’s Breakthrough Technology 

 
AUSTIN, Texas – January 22, 2015…Asterope today announced a dramatic expansion 
of its product portfolio, positioning the company for growth in the Music Instrument, Pro 
Audio and OEM markets.  The new products use Asterope’s exclusive technology – the 
result of decades of R&D – providing customers with greater clarity, bandwidth and 
harmonic response, what has become known as “The Asterope Difference.”  The new 
products will be available directly from Asterope. 
 
Today's announcement includes: 
 
- Head-to-Cabinet speaker cables, designed to improve the flow of sound from amplifier 
heads to speaker cabinets; 
- Stereo TRS to XLR speaker cables, ideal for near-field monitor use in recording studio 
environments; 
- D-sub breakout solutions, utilized in both recording studios and live event venues  
 
“It has been extremely gratifying to witness the reaction from engineers and producers 
when experiencing Asterope’s new products for the first time,” said Dariush Rad, 
president of Asterope.  “Most of them are fully aware of the enhanced performance 
characteristics of the instrument cables, but to watch seasoned professionals respond 
to hearing the entire sound field transformed makes us extremely proud. It’s gratifying to 
know that our products have such a dramatic impact on music and on its listeners.” 
 
Leading artists, producers and engineers have standardized on Asterope, both in the 
studio and in live performance settings, across a wide variety of genres. Asterope 
products have been used throughout the music industry, from renowned studios 
recording GRAMMY award-winning albums to live performances with some of the 
world’s most popular artists.  
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All Asterope products are designed and manufactured in the United States.  These new 
products will be produced at Asterope’s custom manufacturing facility in Austin, Texas.  
For more information, contact the company at info@asterope.com.  
 
About Asterope: 
Asterope, LLC is an innovative audio technology company specializing in products  
designed for the music, pro audio and high-end audio markets.  Headquartered in 
Austin, Texas,  
the company offers unique products using breakthrough technology for musicians, 
engineers, producers and audio enthusiasts.  The company can be followed on 
Facebook, Twitter, youtube.com/asteropetv/videos and at asterope.com.    
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